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The A5020 is a circularly polarized RAIN RFID reader

antenna in a compact and smart-looking design. 

IP68 rated and built to Times-7’s high-quality standard,

the A5020 is robust and can be used for permanent

outdoor applications.

Dimensions:                150 x 150 x 14 mm

Frequency Range:               902-928MHz (FCC)
865-868MHz (ETSI)

Antenna Gain:                      5.5 dBi Circular

Introduction to

A5020 Antenna



Small, yet powerful: Reads tags up to 4 meters and

Rugged: Suitable for permanent outdoor applications, its all-

plastic construction keeps the antenna rust-free and makes it

waterproof

Effortless tag detection: Due to symmetric and balloon-like

energy spread. [Fig. 1]

Circularly polarized: Enabling easy tag detection in any
orientation

VESA-spaced corner mounting holes: For both, flush
mounting using screws or on an articulating VESA adapter

with bolts and nuts

Slim and smart looks: Best pick for space-constrained

      further depending on tag sensitivity

      and customer-facing applications

Key Features

XZ-plane

YZ-plane

Fig. 1: A5020 measured

 radiation patterns



Reflection Protection: Unlike other antennas, all Times-7

circularly polarized antennas (including A5020) are designed in

such a way that the reflected power does not pass directly to the

RFID reader, which usually causes readers to reduce power or

shut down completely to protect themselves.

The A5020 achieves twice the read rates of other similarly sized

antennas even at low power. That is an advantage in applications,

which either require long cables causing power loss or can only

operate readers on low power. 

Vibration and shock-resistant due to the A5020’s no-screw

design.

Spray cleaning from all directions is feasible due to its IP-68
waterproof rating.

One set of holes allow multiple mounting methods.

Unique Sellings

Points



A5020’s radiation is symmetrical and resembles a

gas-filled balloon. [Fig.2]

The radiation expands logarithmically when the

reader power is increased.

[Fig. 3]:

Superimposed XZ and YZ plots showing radiation

symmetry.

Radiated energy, at 10 dBm reader power, is

measured using an ALN-squiggle tag along its centre

(X and Y axes) at various heights.

A5020

Radiation Fig. 2: Balloon-like
RF beam

Fig. 3
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Customer-facing and space-constrained systems, often

Applications that require confined radiation at low reader power,

such as Self-Service Kiosks and at Checkout Counters.

Systems that require an impact-resistant antenna to be mounted

on forklifts or on robotic arms, e.g. in Manufacturing and
Logistics.

Permanent Outdoor Fixtures such as in Fast-Food Drive-Thru
and Access Control Gates.

Fridges and freezers to track foods and pharmaceuticals. 

In applications that must fulfil high hygiene and cleaning

standards e.g. Healthcare or Food Industry.

A5020 is a multipurpose antenna commonly used in

various applications such as:

      found in Retail.

Use Cases



When long-distance tag detecting (more than 5m) is required,
such as vehicle tolling, etc.

When the temperature exceeds the recommended temperature
range, -40°C (-40°F) to +65°C (149°F).

When the application does not provide enough clearance from
fast-moving heavy machinery.

When a confined read zone under high power is required to avoid
unwanted reads of tags in nearby zones. 

Due to its specifically designed RF characteristics, the A5020 is 
not suitable for the following applications: 

If you are unsure if the A5020 is suitable for your application, please
contact sales@times-7.com.

Times-7 has an extensive portfolio and our Sales Team can guide
you on the most suitable antenna model for your application.

Where not to use

the A5020

http://times-7.com/


How to Deploy

The A5020 is designed to support either flush or VESA
mount. 

The flush mounting holes are VESA spaced and can
accommodate M6 and ¼” type bolts and M4 screws.

The mounting holes of the A5020 support VESA spaced
mounting brackets as shown in [Fig.5]

The antenna is equipped with an SMA jack (female)
connector [Fig.6]

A cable accessory is needed to connect the antenna to
the reader port. 

A5020 offers various mounting options without affecting
its radiation performance.

Note: Each purchased antenna comes with a set of 4

screws.  

Click here for the Times-7 Cable accessories.

Fig. 4: A5020

 backside

Fig. 6: SMA 

jack
Fig. 5: A5020 mounted on a 

VESA adapter

https://times-7.com/cable-accessory.html


When connecting the cable to the SMA connector
ensure that only a firm finger tightness is used. 

When using tools to tighten the SMA connector we
recommend a torque setting of 0.3 to 0.4 Nm. 

Otherwise it will apply excessive force and likely
damage the connector.

Attach the cable to the SMA connector in such a way
that as little bending force as possible is imparted on
the connector by the cable.

It is also recommended to install the antenna in such a
way that the SMA connector is protected from knocks
and bangs as it might damage it.  

Installation

Advice
Fig. 4: A5020

 backside

Fig. 5: A5020 mounted on a 

VESA adapter

Fig. 6: SMA 

jack



Diluted bleach & isopropyl alcohol are
some common cleaning reagents
recommended to clean the antenna

The antenna can be cleaned with water
jets at around 30KPa (4.4 PSI)

A5020

Maintenance



Times-7 antennas are available through our global    

The A5020 is available in two SKUs, one operates between 902

and 928 MHz and the other from 868 to 868 MHz. The former is

referred to as FCC and the latter as ETSI. 

When you order the A5020 please quote the following part

numbers:

The antenna’s MSRP is US$ 125.00 - Volume discounts are

available. 

network of distributors, authorized resellers and integrated

solutions providers. 

Your country’s frequency range can be found here.

- Part number for A5020 FCC: 60010

- Part number for A5020 ETSI: 60011

Talk to our channel partners or 
contact sales@times-7.com

Purchase Info

https://times-7.com/partners/
https://www.gs1.org/docs/epc/uhf_regulations.pdf
https://times-7.com/partners/
http://times-7.com/
http://times-7.com/

